TODD ROAD
TRUCK INCIDENT UPDATE
INCIDENT SUMMARY

- Thursday May 31 @ 1520 hrs
- 3 car SMART train traveling north approaching Todd Rd.
- 47 passengers 3 employees
- Container truck traveling west on Todd Rd.
- All safety equipment at crossing was working- bells, lights and gate arms
- Truck made no attempt to stop, broke through gate
- Truck spun and sheered off utility pole
- Driver taken by paramedics
POST ACCIDENT

- Checked on passengers and crew
- Moved passengers to undamaged train cars
- Uncoupled 3rd car (damaged car) from train set
- Roadway was clear from debris
- Vehicle inspected and deemed safe to move
- Track was inspected deemed safe
- Train control and signal system inspected
- Safety equipment/gate arms repaired
- Vehicle with passengers went south to Rohnert Park to unload
- Bus bridge had been established
- Find busses to use for bus bridge- Golden Gate Transit was able to help, however the bus was unable to maneuver some streets in Rohnert Park
- Riders had to walk to Raley’s down the street
NEXT STEPS

- CHP investigation
- SMART investigation
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